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ABSTRACT
We examine the comparative thermal evolution of Jupiter and Saturn applying recent theoretical
results for helium’s immiscibility in fluid metallic hydrogen. The redistribution of helium in their in-
teriors proceeds very differently for the two planets. We confirm that based on Jupiter’s atmospheric
helium depletion as observed in situ by the Galileo entry probe, Jupiter’s interior helium has differen-
tiated modestly, and we present models reconciling Jupiter’s helium depletion, radius, and heat flow
at the solar age. Jupiter’s recently revised Bond albedo implies a lower intrinsic flux for the planet,
accommodating more luminosity from helium differentiation such that mildly superadiabatic interiors
can satisfy all constraints. The same phase diagram applied to the less massive Saturn predicts dra-
matic helium differentiation to the degree that Saturn inevitably forms a helium-rich shell or core, an
outcome previously proposed by Stevenson & Salpeter and others. The luminosity from Saturn’s he-
lium differentiation is sufficient to extend its cooling time to the solar age, even for adiabatic interiors.
This model predicts Saturn’s atmospheric helium to be depleted to Y = 0.07 ± 0.01, corresponding
to a He/H2 mixing ratio 0.036± 0.006. We also show that neon differentiation may have contributed
to both planets’ luminosity in the past. These results demonstrate that Jupiter and Saturn’s thermal
evolution can be explained self-consistently with a single physical model, and emphasize that nontrivial
helium distributions should be considered in future models for Saturn’s internal structure and dynamo.
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the interiors of the gas giants is a criti-
cal step toward understanding the universal processes of
planet formation and evolution. Jupiter and Saturn hold
special significance in this respect because of their acces-
sibility. However, outstanding puzzles concerning their
thermal evolution obscure the connection between their
present-day configurations and their origins in the young
solar system. Evolutionary models treating Jupiter’s
interior as being well-mixed and nearly adiabatic as a
result of efficient convection are broadly successful in
explaining the planet’s luminosity at the solar age (Gra-
boske et al. 1975; Fortney et al. 2011). However, similar
models for Saturn fail to reproduce its observed heat
flow (Pollack et al. 1977; Grossman et al. 1980; Fortney
et al. 2011), and thus some additional luminosity source
is required.
Corresponding author: Chris Mankovich
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Apart from the primary luminosity derived from the
thermal energy of the interior (Hubbard 1968), differen-
tiation has long been appreciated as a potentially signifi-
cant luminosity source for cool gas giants (Smoluchowski
1967; Flasar 1973). In particular, the limited solubil-
ity of helium in fluid metallic hydrogen eventually leads
to the formation of helium-rich droplets that may rain
out on a timescale short compared to their convective
redistribution (Salpeter 1973). As noted by Stevenson
& Salpeter (1977), the success of homogeneous, adia-
batic Jupiter models implies that the planet has begun
raining out helium only recently or not at all, whereas
the differentiation is probably significant in the cooler
Saturn. The helium depletion subsequently observed in
Jupiter’s atmosphere (von Zahn et al. 1998) suggests
that the planet has indeed begun differentiating helium
in the recent past.
The notion that helium rain can explain Saturn’s lu-
minosity is supported by evolutionary calculations in-
cluding helium immiscibility for plausible, if tentative,
phase diagrams (Hubbard et al. 1999; Fortney & Hub-
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bard 2003) (see also the review by Fortney et al. 2016).
Leconte & Chabrier (2013) imagined an important al-
ternative scenario wherein significant departures from
adiabaticity due to double-diffusive convection in Sat-
urn’s deep interior can also explain that planet’s lumi-
nosity without recourse to helium immiscibility. How-
ever, given the direct evidence for helium differentiation
in Jupiter, it appears difficult to avoid helium differen-
tiation in the presumably1 colder interior of Saturn.
Work in recent years has applied many of these ideas
to the evolution of Jupiter (Nettelmann et al. 2015;
Mankovich et al. 2016) and Saturn (Pu¨stow et al. 2016).
The main goal of the present work is to simultaneously
study the evolution of Jupiter and Saturn under a sin-
gle model for hydrogen-helium immiscibility to judge
whether a consistent picture exists for their evolution.
The motivation for doing this now is twofold. First,
Jupiter’s Bond albedo has recently been dramatically
revised following analysis of multi-instrument Cassini
data, indicating less absorbed solar flux and more inter-
nal flux emanating from Jupiter (Li et al. 2018) than
long thought based on a combination of Voyager and
Pioneer data (Hanel et al. 1981). This updated surface
condition implies a greater flux contribution from the in-
terior, potentially attributable to helium rain. The sec-
ond motivation is the recent phase diagram of Scho¨ttler
& Redmer (2018), which builds on prior work (e.g.,
Lorenzen et al. 2011; Morales et al. 2013) by both includ-
ing nonideal entropy effects and covering the full range
of possible helium fractions. As will be discussed below,
this knowledge of the phase diagram over all mixtures
(from helium-poor to helium-rich) is of critical impor-
tance for modeling the helium distribution within Sat-
urn. We aim to assess to what degree this proposed
phase diagram is viable in the context of Jupiter’s atmo-
spheric helium content and Jupiter and Saturn’s radius
and heat flow at the present epoch.
2. HYDROGEN-HELIUM MIXTURES
The phase diagram that describes the solubility of
helium in fluid metallic hydrogen is uncertain in Jo-
vian interiors, a regime that is difficult to access ex-
perimentally. The phase diagram in this regime has
been increasingly mapped out by ab initio methods, in
particular density functional theory–molecular dynam-
ics (“DFT-MD”) simulations used to predict the ther-
modynamic conditions for helium phase separation. Ad-
1 For reference, although the baseline layered-convection Sat-
urn model of Leconte & Chabrier shows a radically different cool-
ing history from their adiabatic case, the two possess very similar
deep temperatures at the solar age (their Figure 6), i.e., colder
than Jupiter’s.
vances along these lines have been made in recent years
(Lorenzen et al. 2009, 2011; Morales et al. 2009, 2013;
Scho¨ttler & Redmer 2018), the results remaining sub-
stantially uncertain because they are sensitive to the as-
sumed electron density functional and the accuracy with
which the entropy of mixing between hydrogen and he-
lium is treated.
As described by Morales et al. (2013), the nonideal
contributions to this entropy of mixing is crucial for sat-
isfying experimental results for molecular hydrogen, and
strongly affects predictions for solubility in metallic hy-
drogen. Because the most recent studies of helium phase
separation in the evolution of Jupiter (Nettelmann et al.
2015; Mankovich et al. 2016) and Saturn (Pu¨stow et al.
2016) made use of results assuming an ideal mixing en-
tropy (Lorenzen et al. 2011), the more accurate phase
diagram of Scho¨ttler & Redmer (2018) warrants a reap-
praisal of this type of model.
2.1. Modeling the interior helium distributions
The central assumption of the present work is that the
helium distributions are dictated by their instantaneous
thermodynamic equilibrium profiles. This amounts to
the assumption that metallic regions cooled to the point
of becoming supersaturated lose their excess helium in-
stantaneously, reducing the ambient abundance to the
saturation value while sinking the He-rich phase (Y &
0.9; see Figure 2) deeper into the planet where it redis-
solves into the background if possible. These ideas have
already been described in the literature (Stevenson &
Salpeter 1977; Fortney & Hubbard 2003; Nettelmann
et al. 2015; Pu¨stow et al. 2016), and the algorithm we
use in practice is described in detail in Mankovich et al.
(2016). The major differences from that work are the
application of the Scho¨ttler & Redmer (2018, hereafter
“SR18”) phase diagram and extension of these models
to the case of Saturn.
2.2. The phase boundary is a surface T (P, Y )
The earlier DFT-MD simulations of Morales et al.
(2013) did derive the full nonideal entropy of hydrogen-
helium mixtures using thermodynamic integrations, and
this phase diagram has previously been applied to de-
tailed models for the static structure of Jupiter (Hub-
bard & Militzer 2016) and Saturn (Iess et al. 2019).
Its major limitation is its lack of coverage in mixture
space, the published phase diagram being restricted to
a single helium number fraction xHe = 8% representing
the protosolar helium abundance (ostensibly the mean
abundance of the gaseous jovian envelopes). While this
is appropriate for predicting whether and where phase
separation will set in for a planet initially well mixed
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Figure 1. Phase curves from the ab initio hydrogen-helium
phase diagram of Scho¨ttler & Redmer (2018) compared with
protosolar-abundance adiabats (solid black curves) satisfy-
ing one-bar temperatures T1 = 166 and 140 K corresponding
to Jupiter and Saturn, respectively. Helium phase separation
occurs in regions of the planet that cool beneath the pressure-
temperature phase curve for the relevant local helium mass
fraction Y , color-coded and labeled to the right or top of each
phase curve. The diagram focuses on the helium-poor, low-
pressure part of the phase diagram relevant for setting the
observable helium content of a well-mixed molecular envelope
in Jupiter or Saturn. A single intermediate-temperature adi-
abat (T1 = 149 K; dotted black curve) represents the onset
of helium immiscibility. That Jupiter is & 500 K warmer
than the ≈ 5500 K onset temperature at P = 2 Mbar im-
plies that phase separation would not take place in Jupiter,
at odds with its atmospheric helium depletion.
at the protosolar helium abundance, it does not gener-
ally yield enough information to calculate the resulting
helium distributions in any detail.
The basic reason for this is that if a region becomes
supercooled and loses its excess helium to greater depths
via dense droplets, the local helium abundance decreases
to the value satisfying exact saturation. Solving for
this saturation abundance requires knowledge of the
phase curves corresponding to lower abundances than
the initial value. Take for example the homogeneous
protosolar-abundance adiabats indicated in Figure 1,
where they are compared to phase curves obtained by
B-spline fits to the SR18 data. The T1 = 149 K adiabat
indicated by the dotted curve osculates the Y = 0.27
phase curve at P ≈ 2 Mbar and T ≈ 5500 K, represent-
ing the moment that helium immiscibility sets in within
the planet. From this point the initially well-mixed adi-
abat is supercooled in the neighborhood of P ≈ 2 Mbar
and this region will tend to lose its excess helium to lower
depths via droplets. Exterior to this region, the molec-
ular envelope is kept well-mixed by convection and thus
the rainout process at P ≈ 2 Mbar drains helium from
exterior regions uniformly. The outer envelope abun-
dance is thus given by the condition of saturation at
P ≈ 2 Mbar, i.e., the value of Y labeling the unique
phase curve that osculates the planetary P–T profile
there.
Meanwhile at depth, droplets descending from above
encounter increasingly warm surroundings, eventually
redissolving into the medium (unless they reach the core
or center of the planet first, a possibility discussed be-
low). Here the helium abundance in the mixture in-
creases. The question of whether this layer is itself now
supersaturated requires knowledge of the phase curve at
this greater local abundance. It becomes evident that,
under the assumption that all excess helium is rained
out to lower depths and redissolved at its first oppor-
tunity, solving for the equilibrium helium distribution
throughout the interior is an iterative process that re-
quires knowledge of the phase diagram at a potentially
broad range of helium fractions. In other words, the
deep abundances are fundamentally not determined lo-
cally, and so the extent of the helium rain region cannot
be determined from any single phase curve.
Jupiter’s molecular envelope helium depletion relative
to the protosolar abundance is modest, and the large
mass ratio between Jupiter’s metallic and molecular re-
gions guarantees only a subtle helium enrichment of the
deep interior. Saturn, on the other hand, has lower inter-
nal temperatures and so tends to suffer more dramatic
differentiation of helium. We find that applying realis-
tic phase diagrams to Saturn’s present-day interior pro-
duces helium distributions that differ qualitatively from
those obtained for Jupiter. This is at odds with the
recent Saturn interior models of Iess et al. (2019) and
Militzer et al. (2019), which exhibit helium distributions
similar to those expected within Jupiter: a uniformly de-
pleted molecular envelope that gradually transitions to a
uniform, moderately enriched metallic envelope deeper
down. As we will show below, we find that Saturn is
cold enough that such an enriched inner envelope would
itself be unstable to further phase separation when the
phase diagram is queried at the correct (tentative, en-
riched) abundance as opposed to the initial protosolar
abundance.
Speaking in terms of an evolutionary path, we find
that after immiscibility sets in, Saturn rapidly cools
through a sequence of qualitatively Jupiter-like he-
lium distributions until its helium gradient reaches the
planet’s dense core (or center, in the absence of such a
core). After this point Saturn accumulates a shell (or
core, if no core of denser material exists) of helium-rich
material, an outcome of hydrogen-helium immiscibility
discussed by Salpeter (1973) and Stevenson & Salpeter
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(1977, their Figure 4c) and modeled explicitly by Fort-
ney & Hubbard (2003) and Pu¨stow et al. (2016). Fig-
ure 2 demonstrates this evolution path for our baseline
Saturn model with helium rain.
To help guide the discussion that follows, Fig-
ure 3 show schematic diagrams representing the typ-
ical present-day internal structures that we obtain for
Jupiter and Saturn.
2.3. Overall temperature of the phase diagram
That the T1 = 166 K protosolar-abundance adia-
bat in Figure 1 lies well above the Y = 0.27 phase
curve from SR18 would suggest that no phase separa-
tion occurs in Jupiter, consistent with the findings of
Scho¨ttler & Redmer (2018) who carried out a similar
comparison to reference adiabats. Put another way, the
T1 = 166 K protosolar-abundance adiabat is & 500 K
warmer than the ≈ 5500 K phase boundary at Y = 0.27
and P = 2 Mbar, and thus if phase separation is to ex-
plain Jupiter’s observed helium depletion, the realistic
phase curve must be some 500 K warmer than predicted
by SR18.
Assuming that hydrogen-helium immiscibility is the
mechanism responsible for Jupiter’s atmospheric helium
depletion, the Galileo abundance measurement imposes
a stringent constraint for discerning among viable, if still
uncertain, phase diagrams. It is for this reason that,
following Nettelmann et al. (2015) and Mankovich et al.
(2016), we introduce a degree of freedom via an addi-
tive temperature offset ∆Tphase modulating the overall
temperature of the phase curves applied in this work,
relative to SR18. This parameter allows us to explore
a more general space of phase diagrams, with larger
∆Tphase values leading to more pronounced differenti-
ation, smaller values leading to less, and ∆Tphase = 0
recovering the SR18 phase curves as published. It also
yields a convenient language of expressing our results in
terms of belief about the “true” phase diagram based
on how well our various thermal evolution models fare.
Based on the discussion thus far, Jupiter models will
require ∆Tphase > 0 to successfully match the Galileo
helium abundance.
3. GAS GIANT EVOLUTION MODELS
We create new evolutionary models for Jupiter and
Saturn using a code derived from that of Thorngren
et al. (2016) and recently applied to Saturn’s static
structure in Mankovich et al. (2019). The most signifi-
cant update is the use of the ab initio hydrogen-helium
equation of state (EOS) of (Militzer & Hubbard 2013,
“MH13”), an advance compared to the semianalytic
model of Saumon et al. (1995) which predicted warmer
metallic interiors for Jupiter and Saturn. MH13 pro-
vides data for a single mixture Y = 0.245. In this work
EOS quantities are calculated for arbitrary hydrogen-
helium mixtures by combining MH13 with the Saumon
et al. table for pure helium under the linear mixing
approximation, as described and tabulated by Miguel
et al. (2016). Heavier elements are modeled as pure wa-
ter ice using the Rostock water EOS of French et al.
(2009), also incorporated under the linear mixing ap-
proximation. The models in this work are initialized
hot, with uniform envelopes containing a helium mass
fraction Y = 0.270 corresponding to the protosolar value
from Asplund et al. (2009). Rotation is neglected.
3.1. Rainout and convection
The internal flux in the models presented here is as-
sumed to be carried purely by convection such that
∇ = ∇ad to a good approximation, except in cases where
emergent helium gradients may partially stabilize the
fluid against convection. (Here ∇ ≡ d lnTd lnP is the temper-
ature gradient in the model and ∇ad ≡
(
∂ lnT
∂ lnP
)
s
is the
adiabatic gradient.) In such cases the double-diffusive
instability may operate, and the ensuing nonlinear mo-
tions may establish superadiabatic temperature gradi-
ents ∇ > ∇ad consistent with a Schwarzschild-unstable,
Ledoux-stable configuration.
The overall heat and compositional flux through such
a configuration are sensitive to the microscopic dif-
fusivities of heat and solute via the Prandtl number
Pr = ν/κT and diffusivity ratio κµ/κT , where ν is the
kinematic viscosity, κT is the thermal diffusivity set by
electron conductions, and κµ is the diffusivity of so-
lute. However, given the likelihood that excess helium
can aggregate by diffusion and rain out of the mixture
quickly compared to convection timescales (Salpeter
1973; Stevenson & Salpeter 1977), non-diffusive pro-
cesses play an important role and it is not clear whether
significant growth rates are achievable by overstable
modes. In fact, if rainout of excess helium is fast even
compared to the fluid’s buoyancy frequency, then an adi-
abatically perturbed fluid parcel is perennially in equi-
librium with its surroundings in terms of solute abun-
dance. This lack of helium contrast between the par-
cel and its environment means that the buoyancy is
no longer affected by helium gradients, and the con-
dition for convective instability reduces back to the
Schwarzschild criterion so that ∇ ≈ ∇ad should be ex-
pected.
In lieu of any detailed understanding of how helium
immiscibility affects the double-diffusive instability and
associated secondary instabilities like layer formation
(Mirouh et al. 2012; Wood et al. 2013), we apply the
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Figure 2. A typical sequence in evolutionary time (top to bottom) of Saturn interior profiles (black curves) superimposed with
the SR18 H-He phase curves (colorful curves), shifted by ∆Tphase = 540 K as required to explain Jupiter’s helium depletion; see
Sections 2.3 and Figure 6 below. Left panel: P–T space. The dot-dashed portion of the planet profile indicates the continuous
helium gradient region, and the thick portion indicates the helium-rich shell, after one exists. The Morales et al. (2013) phase
curve for Y = 0.27 is included in the topmost panel (dashed curve) for comparison to these shifted SR18 phase curves. Right
panel: the same Saturn profiles in Y –T space, with phase curves corresponding to P = 1.2, 1.5, 2, 4, 10, and 24 Mbar from
bottom/blue to top/green. The triangle on each of these phase curves indicates the maximum Y in the helium-poor phase given
the planet’s current temperature at that pressure level. These values move to lower Y as the planet cools, driving the depletion
in the outer envelope. At 1.7 Gyr the gradient region extends all the way down to the heavy-element (Y = 0) core, implying
that helium-rich material falling from above no longer finds a warm homogeneous inner envelope in which to redissolve. From
this time onward material in the helium-rich phase collects outside the core, establishing a dense shell.
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Figure 3. A schematic description of the present-day structures found for Jupiter and Saturn by applying the methods
described in Section 2 and 3. Diagrams are to scale by radius, these specific structures corresponding to the most likely
individual models from the favored samples described in Section 4. The dashed boundaries enclose the continuous helium
gradient region within each planet. The outer boundaries at ≈ 80% of Jupiter’s radius and ≈ 55% of Saturn’s radius correspond
to P ≈ 2 Mbar where SR18 predicts the onset of hydrogen-helium immiscibility. The inner boundary at ≈ 35% of Saturn’s
radius represents the transition to a shell of helium-rich material, discussed in Section 2. This shell itself possesses a weak helium
gradient as can be seen from the right-hand panels of Figure 2. Helium mass fractions quoted here are relative to hydrogen and
helium.
same simple, generic model as in Mankovich et al.
(2016). The temperature gradient is allowed to take
on superadiabatic values in helium gradient regions, the
value of the superadiabaticity assumed to be propor-
tional to the magnitude of the helium gradient there
following
∇−∇ad = RρB (1)
where the “density ratio” Rρ (also labeled R0 in the
literature) is simply taken as a constant, introducing a
free parameter in the model. Here B is the so-called
Ledoux term accounting for the effect of composition
gradients on the buoyancy frequency (e.g., Unno et al.
1989).
Regardless of their helium distributions, stabilizing Z
gradients may be a general feature of gas giants as a
result of the core accretion process (Helled & Stevenson
2017) or core miscibility (Wilson & Militzer 2012a,b), al-
though outcomes in the latter vary widely depending on
the stratification of the core boundary (Moll et al. 2017).
If these heavy element gradients do exist, they gener-
ally dramatically affect the cooling history of the gas gi-
ants (Leconte & Chabrier 2013; Vazan et al. 2015, 2016,
2018) and thus deserve close attention. Nonetheless, for
conceptual simplicity these models make the strong as-
sumption that the heavy elements are distributed triv-
ially into a distinct Z = 1 core of chosen mass Mc and
an envelope with uniform Z = Z1. In this case the only
continuous composition gradients are in the helium mass
fraction Y , and the term B of Equation 1 reduces to
B =
χρ
χT
(
∂ ln ρ
∂ lnY
)
P,T
∇Y (2)
where
χρ =
(
∂ lnP
∂ ln ρ
)
T,Y
and χT =
(
∂ lnP
∂ lnT
)
P,Y
(3)
and ∇Y = d lnYd lnP is the true Y gradient in the model.
3.2. Model atmospheres and Jupiter’s Bond albedo
A fundamental input for a planetary evolution model
is the surface boundary condition that sets how quickly
the planet can cool. While the total emitted power from
the jovian planets is fairly well constrained (Li et al.
2010, 2012), it is more subtle to determine what frac-
tion is emerging from the planet’s deep interior (the
intrinsic flux derived from thermal energy, contraction
and interior processes) as opposed to being re-radiated
from absorbed stellar light. Measuring the latter re-
quires broad coverage in phase angle, a requirement
that was met in Cassini ISS/VIMS observations during
the spacecraft’s flyby of Jupiter in 2000-2001. Li et al.
(2018) analyzed these data to arrive at a new measure-
ment of A = 0.503 ± 0.012 for Jupiter’s Bond albedo,
a significant departure from the Voyager -era result of
A = 0.343± 0.032 (Hanel et al. 1981). As described by
Li et al. (2018), the new larger reflectivity obtained for
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Jupiter’s atmosphere indicates that the planet’s intrinsic
flux is substantially higher than previously believed.
We apply the model atmospheres of Fortney et al.
(2011) for Jupiter and Saturn. These models assume
no particular Bond albedo, instead solving for a self-
consistent radiative-convective equilibrium accounting
for the absorption of stellar flux. These models are con-
sistent with Voyager estimates for each planet’s Bond
albedo, and thus the intrinsic flux they predict for
Jupiter at its present-day surface gravity and Teff falls
below the recent Cassini measurement. In order to ap-
ply a more realistic surface condition for Jupiter, we ad-
just the Tint column of the Fortney et al. (2011) Jupiter
tables to instead be consistent with the Bond albedo re-
ported by Li et al. (2018). In particular, we recompute
Tint from
T 4eff = T
4
int + T
4
eq (4)
where Teff is as given in the tables and Teq = 102.5 K
is the value implied by A = 0.503 for the solar flux
received at Jupiter’s semimajor axis. The predictions
of the model atmospheres modified in this way deviate
from their tabulated values only at relatively late times
when the absorbed solar flux (proportional to T 4eq) be-
comes significant compared to the intrinsic flux (∝ T 4int).
The models in this work assume that the solar lumi-
nosity has increased linearly as a function of time from
0.7L at 0 Gyr to 1.0L at 4.56 Gyr. To this end Tint
and Teff are evaluated for both of these bracketing values
for the solar flux as tabulated by Fortney et al. (2011),
and interpolation in age between the two provides the
Tint and Teff adopted in a given timestep. The sole ex-
ception is in Figure 4 described below, where evolution-
ary curves assuming a static solar luminosity at 1.0L
are shown for comparison. This simplification tends to
overestimate the cooling time for Jupiter or Saturn by
at least 108 yr compared to the more realistic case ac-
counting for the sun’s evolving luminosity.
3.3. Expectations from simpler evolution models
To illustrate the overall influence of the atmospheric
surface condition on cooling times, we show in Figure 4
baseline cooling curves for Jupiter and Saturn assuming
homogeneous, adiabatic interiors. The Voyager (Hanel
et al. 1981) and Cassini (Li et al. 2018) determinations
of Jupiter’s Bond albedo are compared. Analysis of ex-
isting Cassini data may also reveal a higher albedo for
Saturn, and thus for that case we compare the Voyager
(Hanel et al. 1983) Bond albedo is to a hypothetical
higher value of A = 0.5; this scenario will be revisited
in detail in Section 4.2 below. Two EOSs for hydro-
gen (Militzer & Hubbard 2013; Saumon et al. 1995) are
also compared. The assumed EOS has only a modest ef-
fect on Jupiter’s cooling time, whereas the updated sur-
face condition accelerates the time for Jupiter to cool
to its observed Teff by a significant few times 10
8 yr.
For Saturn, both the EOS and the surface condition
significantly modify the cooling time, but in any case
homogeneous models fail to explain Saturn’s heat flow
at the solar age t = τ = 4.56 Gyr, recovering a well-
known result (Pollack et al. 1977; Grossman et al. 1980;
Fortney et al. 2011).
It is significant that Jupiter’s revised albedo brings
cooling times for homogeneous models short of 4.56 Gyr,
because it means that some amount of additional lu-
minosity from differentiation of the planet’s chemical
components can be straightforwardly accommodated.
Jupiter and Saturn now both require an extra luminos-
ity source, and given our expectations for the relative
amounts of helium lost from each planet’s molecular en-
velope (Section 2), it appears that helium immiscibil-
ity may provide one natural explanation. The success
of this scenario in explaining the observed heat flow in
both planets is assessed in detail in Section 4 below.
3.4. Parameter estimation
The evolution models here contain four free param-
eters. The core mass Mc and envelope heavy element
abundance Z1 control the distribution of heavy ele-
ments. As described in Section 2.3, the phase diagram
temperature offset ∆Tphase controls the temperatures of
the hydrogen-helium phase curves and thus dictates the
overall amount of helium differentiation. Finally the
density ratio Rρ sets the superadiabaticity of the tem-
perature profile in regions with continuous helium gra-
dients, providing an additional degree of freedom in set-
ting the rate of cooling from the planet’s surface by lim-
iting the flux emerging from the metallic interior (e.g.,
Nettelmann et al. 2015; Mankovich et al. 2016).
We estimate these parameters independently for each
planet by starting with the planets’ observed mean radii
and effective temperatures at the solar age 4.56 Gyr,
applying Bayes’ theorem assuming that the likelihood
of the data given a model follows a three-dimensional
normal distribution with trivial covariance, and sam-
pling from the posterior probability distribution using
the ensemble Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler emcee
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Uniform priors are as-
signed to each of the four parameters within the ranges
0 < Mc < 30, 0 < Z1 < 0.5, |∆Tphase| < 2, 000 K,
and 0 ≤ Rρ < 1 except in cases where otherwise noted.
Samples are judged to be converged based on inspection
of the posterior distributions and the individual traces
of each walker in the sampler. The samples described
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Figure 4. The importance of the assumed hydrogen EOS and surface boundary condition for Jupiter and Saturn cooling
times. “Baseline” uses the up-to-date Bond albedos and the Militzer & Hubbard (2013) hydrogen-helium EOS combined with
Saumon et al. (1995) helium as described in the text. Shaded regions mark the observed effective temperatures and the solar
age τ = 4.56 Gyr.
below consist of between 30,000 and 60,000 evolutionary
models each.
For Jupiter models, the likelihood includes an addi-
tional term comparing the Galileo probe interferomet-
ric measurement of Jupiter’s atmospheric helium abun-
dance von Zahn et al. (1998) to the abundance in the
well-mixed molecular envelope of the models. Because
this interferometric measurement (along with the vari-
ety of estimates obtained for Saturn from thermal emis-
sion, occultation, and limb scan data) is ultimately sen-
sitive to the He/H2 mixing ratio, comparisons are made
in terms of the helium mass fraction relative to the
hydrogen-helium mixture:
Y1
X1 + Y1
=
Y1
1− Z1 . (5)
Here and in what follows X1, Y1 and Z1 denote the true
mass fractions of hydrogen, helium, and water respec-
tively in the well-mixed molecular envelope of our model
Jupiters and Saturns.
In reality, a slightly less intuitive approach than this
is used because the 1-bar temperature T1 is the funda-
mental independent variable rather than time t. In par-
ticular, our method can guarantee that a given model
eventually cools to the correct Teff , but there is no guar-
antee that the same model will reach the solar age t = τ
before it cools out of the regime covered by the model
atmospheres. Therefore, although Teff is in fact the rel-
atively uncertain quantity and the solar age the rela-
tively certain one, we instead cool models to their ob-
served Teff and then treat their age as the uncertain
data point, distributed normally about 4.56 Gyr with
a somewhat arbitrary standard deviation equal to 0.10
Gyr. This approach has the advantage of bestowing
even poorly fitting models with meaningful likelihoods,
whereas if model-data comparisons were always made at
4.56 Gyr it would not be clear what to do with a Saturn
model that cooled in, e.g., 4.4 Gyr. In practice all mod-
els are cooled through the planet’s Teff , and quantities
compared to data (R, Y1, age) are linearly interpolated
within the timestep spanning that Teff .
The data used as constraints for Jupiter and Saturn’s
thermal evolution are summarized in Table 1.
4. RESULTS
As described in Section 3.4 above, the evolutionary
models here have four tunable parameters that are sam-
pled using Bayesian parameter estimation from the ob-
served effective temperatures and radii at the solar age.
In the case of Jupiter the Galileo helium constraint is
used as an additional constraint. In what follows we
devote our attention to the parameters ∆Tphase and Rρ
pertaining directly to the helium distributions and ther-
mal histories of Jupiter and Saturn, addressing each
planet in turn. Because our evolutionary models forgo
any detailed calculations of rotation, oblateness, and the
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Table 1. Jupiter and Saturn evolutionary constraints
Quantity Jupiter Saturn Reference
Teff (K)
a 125.57± 0.07 96.67± 0.17 Li et al. (2012, 2010)
R (km)b 69, 911± 70 58, 232± 58 Seidelmann et al. (2007)
Age (109 yr) 4.56±0.10 Connelly et al. (2012)
Y1/(X1 + Y1) 0.238± 0.005 – von Zahn et al. (1998)
aMean value used as the condition for model-data comparison rather than
fit; see Section 3.4.
b Errors are inflated to 10−3 times the mean value, about ten times the true
volumetric radius uncertainty.
associated zonal gravity harmonics, we find as expected
that Mc and Z1 are extremely degenerate, essentially
unconstrained so long as the total heavy element con-
tent is sufficient to fit each planet’s mean radius at the
solar age. As a result the two parameters are strongly
anticorrelated.
4.1. Jupiter
The evolutionary paths we obtain for our baseline
Jupiter model are shown in Figure 5, which illustrates
the basic success of this model in matching Jupiter’s ef-
fective temperature, mean radius, and atmospheric he-
lium content at the solar age. (Here “baseline” is used
to distinguish from the alternative case where the Voy-
ager value of Jupiter’s Bond albedo (Hanel et al. 1981)
is used; this alternative case is compared below.) The
intrinsic spread in these cooling curves and in all those
that follow stem from the uncertainties in the observa-
tional constraints summarized in Table 1; these uncer-
tainties translate directly to variance in the posterior
distributions of the model parameters Mc, Z1, Rρ, and
∆Tphase.
The first conclusion we can reach based on the solu-
tions obtained for Jupiter is that our model would rule
out a phase diagram as cold as SR18, which unperturbed
(∆Tphase = 0) leads to no differentiation of helium such
that the model overestimates Jupiter’s atmospheric he-
lium abundance relative to the Galileo measurement
(Figure 6). This confirms expectations from of Sec-
tion 2.3 and the findings of Scho¨ttler & Redmer (2018),
who predicted based on a comparison to reference adia-
bats that helium immiscibility is marginal or absent in
Jupiter. We find that translating the SR18 phase curves
to higher temperatures at ∆Tphase = (539 ± 23) K in-
stead gives excellent agreement. Furthermore ∆Tphase
shows very weak covariance with other parameters, be-
ing constrained almost entirely by the Galileo measure-
ment.
Figure 5. Jupiter’s evolution with instantaneous helium
rainout following the SR18 phase diagram. Tracks are col-
ored by their log posterior probability with more likely mod-
els appearing yellow and progressively less likely samples ap-
pearing green to blue to purple. Black crosses signify the
data summarized in Table 1; the observed Teff is displayed
with 10σ errors for clarity. The most likely individual model
is shown as the dot-dashed magenta curve.
As discussed above, any superadiabatic regions asso-
ciated with helium gradients bear on cooling times di-
rectly, because they can generally trap heat in the deep
interior and cause the molecular envelope to cool rela-
tively quickly. Larger Rρ can thus generally mitigate
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Figure 6. Prediction for the temperature of the true phase
diagram (relative to the unperturbed SR18 diagram) based
on the atmospheric helium content of Jupiter. The shaded
band represents the Galileo probe interferometer measure-
ment (von Zahn et al. 1998), and the color of model points
maps to log posterior probability as in Figure 5. Shown is the
baseline (superadiabatic) Jupiter sample, but other Jupiter
cases (adiabatic; low albedo) yield virtually identical distri-
butions on this diagram.
the cooling time extension offered by helium differenti-
ation, although speaking generally, the process can be-
come complicated by the feedback between the tempera-
ture profile and the equilibrium helium distribution pro-
viding the stratification. Nonetheless, as in Mankovich
et al. (2016), the simple picture just described is the
general behavior observed in our Jupiter models after
helium begins differentiating. The relationship between
superadiabaticity Rρ and cooling time is illustrated in
Figure 7, where results for the baseline model are com-
pared with those assuming the older Voyager Bond
albedo from Hanel et al. (1981). The comparison re-
veals that Jupiter’s updated albedo allows excellent fits
at substantially lower superadiabaticity, although per-
fect adiabaticity appears to be ruled out. This is quali-
tatively consistent with the findings in Mankovich et al.
(2016), where once the Bond albedo was treated as a free
parameter, solutions with larger albedos (lower Teq) and
interiors closer to adiabatic were recovered. The quan-
titative results obtained there were different from the
present results because of the more strongly restrictive
prior assumed forRρ there (see Section 2.4 of that work),
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Figure 7. Prediction for the fractional superadiabaticity
(Equation 1) in Jupiter’s helium gradient region. Two differ-
ent assumptions regarding the atmospheric boundary condi-
tion are compared; one is the recent Cassini Bond albedo
measurement from Li et al. (2018, colorful points and blue
histograms) and the other is the Voyager measurement from
Hanel et al. (1981, grey points and histograms). The shaded
band represents the imposed age constraint.
and to a lesser degree the older, likely less realistic EOS
and phase diagram used in those calculations.
4.2. Saturn
We find an abundance of Saturn models that success-
fully explain Saturn’s heat flow at the solar age. A ran-
dom subset of these cooling tracks are presented in Fig-
ure 8. Because no definitive constraint is available for
Saturn’s atmospheric helium content at the solar age,
and a uniform prior probability is assigned to ∆Tphase,
this sample explores a wide variety of phase diagrams
via ∆Tphase. This manifests in the large spread of evo-
lutionary paths for Y1/(X1 + Y1) in the middle panel of
Figure 8 and the quite broad posterior ∆Tphase distri-
bution shown in Figure 9 with the label “unconstrained
phase diagram.” As is the case for Jupiter, most good
solutions for Saturn require that SR18 be translated to
warmer temperatures, this time driven by Saturn’s lu-
minosity constraint: taken at face value, the SR18 phase
curves (∆Tphase = 0 K) predict insufficient differentia-
tion in Saturn to robustly provide the planet’s observed
luminosity. In the other direction, phase curves with
∆Tphase & 400 K lead to pronounced differentiation such
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Figure 8. As in Figure 5, but for Saturn. This is our
baseline (most general) Saturn sample with a uniform prior
on ∆Tphase. An ostensibly good individual model is shown
in dot-dashed magenta. None of these evolutionary tracks
are favored because they require cold phase diagrams that
would overpredict Jupiter’s observed helium depletion; see
Figure 9 and discussion in the text.
that Saturn is generally overluminous at the solar age,
producing a dearth of solutions there.
4.2.1. A better-informed phase diagram
Although successful in terms of Saturn’s luminosity
and radius constraints, the Saturn models described so
far present a major problem in that they require phase
diagrams that at ∆Tphase = 0 − 400 K are not consis-
tent with the ∆Tphase = (539 ± 23) K necessary to ex-
plain Jupiter’s observed atmospheric helium abundance.
The same fundamental physics is at work within both
planets; in the interest of applying a consistent physical
model to both, we carry out a new calculation for Sat-
urn that incorporates our belief about the true phase
diagram as informed by the Jupiter models that sat-
isfy the Galileo measurement (see Section 4.1 and Fig-
ure 6). This updated Saturn sample imposes a prior
likelihood for ∆Tphase proportional to the marginalized
posterior distribution obtained for Jupiter and driven
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Figure 9. The influence of ∆Tphase on Saturn’s cooling
time. The grey distribution represents our initial, most gen-
eral Saturn sample, tracks from which are shown in Fig-
ure 8. This distribution is disfavored because the result-
ing phase diagrams (∆Tphase . 400 K) are inconsistent with
our Jupiter models which require ∆Tphase = (539 ± 23) K.
The colorful distribution (with blue marginalized posteri-
ors at right and top) is our sample obtained by imposing
∆Tphase = (539± 23) K as a Gaussian prior probability rep-
resenting the family of allowable phase diagrams based the
Jupiter models that reproduce the Galileo helium measure-
ment. This second, more tightly constrained distribution of
Saturn models is also disfavored because it produces Saturn
cooling times significantly longer than the solar age.
by the Galileo probe measurement of Jupiter’s atmo-
spheric helium abundance. This distribution is fit well
by a normal distribution with mean 539 K and standard
deviation 23 K (see Section 4.1).
This better informed phase diagram leads to a more
restrictive sample of Saturns. Figure 9 reveals that the
strong constraint imposed on ∆Tphase leads to Saturn
models that differentiate substantially enough that their
cooling time is unrealistically long in all cases. The
fact that this sample fails to meet at least one of the
observational constraints is not unexpected, since the
original Saturn sample (grey distributions in Figure 9)
yielded no probability density in the neighborhood of
∆Tphase = (539 ± 23) K. Because this basic observa-
tional constraint is violated, these Saturn models also
appear to be inadequate.
4.2.2. Saturn’s Bond albedo
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Faced with the failure of the Saturn models obtained
so far to simultaneously provide (1) physical consistency
with the Jupiter evolution models of Section 4.1 vis--vis
the phase diagram and (2) a satisfactory fit to the basic
observables for Saturn, we finally explore the possibility
that Saturn’s Bond albedo deviates from the Hanel et al.
(1983) value A = 0.342 ± 0.030 assumed in our models
so far.
A revised, and larger, Bond albedo for Saturn is ac-
tually quite likely given already published data. It is
well known that the reflection spectra of both Jupiter
and Saturn are dominated by scattering from ammo-
nia clouds, and absorption due to gaseous methane and
a methane-derived photochemical haze. Of particular
interest, Karkoschka (1994) have previously shown that
Saturn’s optical geometric albedo (as measured from the
Earth, seen at full phase) is slightly larger that Jupiter’s
in a wide optical bandpass (300 to 1000 nm). Since
both Saturn and Jupiter had Voyager era Bond albedo
derivations of ∼ 0.34, this suggests that Saturn could
see a similar revision to ∼ 0.5 once Cassini data are an-
alyzed. An additional supporting point of view comes
from the modeling work from Cahoy et al. (2010). They
found that Jupiter- and Saturn-like giant planet atmo-
sphere models that yielded wavelength-dependent geo-
metric albedos similar to that of the Karkoschka (1994)
data yielded Bond albedos of ∼ 0.5, not ∼ 0.34.
It is with this in mind that we consider a final “en-
hanced Bond albedo” case for Saturn, adopting A =
0.5 as a representative value close to the estimate for
Jupiter. Figure 4 shows that this scenario leads to a
cooling time for a homogeneous, adiabatic Saturn more
than 0.2 Gyr shorter than that for the baseline ho-
mogeneous model. This more reflective atmospheric
boundary condition thus tends to mitigate the long cool-
ing times found so far for Saturn when imposing the
Jupiter/Galileo phase diagram constraint.
Figure 10 presents the resulting evolutionary tracks,
where it is seen that the enhanced albedo leads to mod-
els that satisfy all basic constraints for phase diagrams
allowed by Jupiter/Galileo. Here the models realize a
narrow distribution of values for the atmospheric he-
lium mass fraction compared to the tracks in Figure 8, a
direct consequence of incorporating the Jupiter/Galileo
phase diagram prior. This distribution will be pre-
sented in Section 4.2.4 below. The relationship between
∆Tphase and cooling time for these models is shown in
Figure 11; the effect of ∆Tphase on predicted Y1 at the
solar age is shown in Figure 12. As in Figure 9, these fig-
ures both show models obtained with an unconstrained
phase diagram (grey distributions) as a comparison case.
Figure 10. As in Figure 8, but applying phase dia-
grams that satisfy the Galileo measurement of Jupiter’s at-
mospheric helium abundance, and assuming an enhanced
Bond albedo A = 0.5 to allow for the possibility that Saturn’s
true Bond albedo is significantly larger than the current best
estimate by Hanel et al. (1983); see discussion in text. This
is our favored class of model for Saturn based on goodness
of fit and physical consistency with the Jupiter models.
In addition to the posterior distribution of ∆Tphase be-
ing considerably broader for this unconstrained sample,
it also exhibits a distinct bimodality that has been ab-
sent in all other classes of model considered here. This
bimodality arises because the model cooling times ex-
hibit a strongly non-monotone dependence on ∆Tphase,
as is evident in Figure 11 and has already been charac-
terized in this context by Pu¨stow et al. (2016, their Fig-
ure 10). The first mode corresponds to phase diagrams
hotter than SR18 by 200− 750 K, where warmer phase
curves extend Saturn’s cooling time because they lead
to more pronounced differentiation in the planet. This
behavior has a limit, though, corresponding to phase
curves that are so warm that they lead to the complete
exhaustion of the helium that initially resided in the
molecular envelope. This is the case for models beyond
∆Tphase ≈ 750 K, where hotter phase diagrams push this
exhaustion time for Saturn farther into the past. In this
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Figure 11. As in Figure 9, but for models assuming an
enhanced Bond albedo A = 0.5 for Saturn. The colorful
distribution incorporates prior belief for allowable phase di-
agrams based on our Jupiter results and represents our fa-
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Figure 12. As in Figure 11, but showing the atmospheric
helium mass fraction Y1/(X1 + Y1) predicted for Saturn at
the solar age.
limit the models begin to again undershoot the solar age
because an increasing fraction of their time is spent in a
final episode of rapid cooling after their differentiation
luminosity vanishes. This behavior is exhibited by the
second mode visible in Figure 9, and also manifests in
the abundance of models with final Y1 = 0 in Figure 12.
By construction the Jupiter/Galileo constraint leads
to a narrow distribution in Figures 11 and 12, ruling
out the hot phase diagrams that lead to complete ex-
haustion of helium from Saturn’s envelope. As seen in
Figure 12, this tight constraint on ∆Tphase translates di-
rectly to a narrow distribution of predicted atmospheric
helium abundance for Saturn at the solar age; this dis-
tribution is compared with estimates from observations
in Section 4.2.4 below.
We note that among our preferred Saturn models,
i.e., those applying phase diagrams constrained by
Jupiter/Galileo, it is typical for Saturn’s total radius
R to be stalled or actually increasing as a function of
time at the solar age. This behavior runs counter to
the normal expectation that a cool gas giant contracts
as it cools, and is a consequence of interior thermal
energy being made available by differentiation of he-
lium from hydrogen. This type of radius evolution takes
place whether the Saturn interiors are superadiabatic
(Rρ > 0) or adiabatic (Rρ = 0).
4.2.3. Need Saturn be superadiabatic?
Section 4.1 demonstrated that some amount of supera-
diabatic temperature stratification Rρ & 0.05 is required
in Jupiter to recover satisfactory solutions. The distri-
butions in Figure 13, on the other hand, are consistent
with Rρ = 0, leading one to expect that adiabatic mod-
els perform roughly as well as the rest in the case of
Saturn. To quantify this comparison, we calculate a new
sample identical to our favored Saturn model (enhanced
Bond albedo; Jupiter/Galileo phase diagram prior) but
eliminating the fourth parameter by setting Rρ = 0 to
allow only adiabatically stratified interiors. We then
compare the two models in terms of an Akaike (1974)
information criterion
AIC = 2n− 2 lnLmax, (6)
where n is the number of free parameters in each sample
and Lmax is the maximum likelihood obtained therein.
We find that the adiabatic and superadiabatic sam-
ples achieve virtually the same maximum likelihoods
(lnLmax = −15.1150 versus −15.1141, respectively)
such that the n = 3 sample yields AIC = 36.2282
while the n = 4 sample yields AIC = 36.2300. This
model comparison suggests that the superadiabatic Sat-
urn models introduce additional model complexity with
no return in terms of quality of fit, and thus there is no
basis on which to prefer superadiabatic versus adiabatic
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Figure 13. As in Figure 11, but showing the influence of
Rρ on Saturn’s cooling time. In both cases adiabatic models
(Rρ = 0) achieve good fits.
Saturn thermal evolution models. Possible implications
of the success of adiabatic models will be discussed in
Section 5.
4.2.4. Saturn’s atmospheric helium content
The abundance of helium in Saturn’s atmosphere is
the central testable prediction of the Saturn models pre-
sented here. Figure 14 summarizes our findings in this
respect, with our best guess represented by the distri-
bution in the lower panel. Our predicted atmospheric
helium mass fraction at Y1/(X1 + Y1) = 0.07 ± 0.01 is
lower than the earlier theoretical predictions 0.11− 0.21
by Hubbard et al. (1999) and 0.13−0.16 by Nettelmann
et al. (2015), a result of the updated phase diagram and
hydrogen EOS considered here. The broad distribution
in the upper panel are disfavored for the reasons de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1.
Observational determinations of the He to H2 mix-
ing ratio have been made by various means, typically
combining thermal emission spectra with vertical tem-
perature profiles obtained from radio occultations or in-
frared limb scans. Values derived in this way from Pio-
neer (Orton & Ingersoll 1980), Voyager (Conrath et al.
1984), and Cassini data (Banfield et al. 2014; Achter-
berg et al. 2016; Koskinen & Guerlet 2018), and also
from purely infrared Voyager data (Conrath & Gau-
tier 2000), have yet to reach a consensus, but they are
all consistent with depletion from the protosolar helium
abundance. Figure 14 compares these values alongside
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Figure 14. The helium mass fraction (relative to hy-
drogen and helium) predicted for Saturn’s atmosphere to-
day. Top: Saturn models with uniform priors as described
in the text. Bottom: Saturns with a prior on ∆Tphase set
by the posterior obtained for Jupiter (Figure 6) and driven
by the Galileo probe helium abundance measurement (von
Zahn et al. 1998). Black error bars are values derived from
Voyager (Conrath et al. 1984; Conrath & Gautier 2000) and
Cassini (Banfield et al. 2014; Achterberg et al. 2016; Koski-
nen & Guerlet 2018) data.
the theoretical results derived here. We predict a more
pronounced depletion than implied by all of these obser-
vations, with the exception of low estimate of Conrath
et al. (1984) which may unreliable for reasons explained
in Conrath & Gautier 2000. Given the challenging sys-
tematics involved with these measurements, a definitive
validation or exclusion of our model may have to await
an in situ measurement of Saturn’s atmospheric helium
abundance.
4.3. Is neon depletionenergetically significant?
Besides just helium, Jupiter shows evidence for deple-
tion of its atmospheric neon, exhibiting an abundance
around 1/10 the protosolar value by number (Niemann
et al. 1998). This depletion is generally understood to
be a consequence of neon’s tendency to dissolve into
the helium-rich droplets (Roulston & Stevenson 1995;
Wilson & Militzer 2010) that are lost to the interior.
Thus the atmospheric neon depletion observed in situ
at Jupiter offers a compelling secondary confirmation of
the notion that helium differentiation has occurred in
Jupiter.
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What has not been considered is the energetic signif-
icance of sinking neon along with the sinking helium.
Assuming that Jupiter’s global neon enrichment is sim-
ilar to its observed atmospheric enrichment in the other
noble gases at 2 to 3 times protosolar (Atreya et al.
2016), then Jupiter’s atmospheric neon has depleted by
a factor of 20-30. If we further make the assumption
that neon was initially well mixed throughout the en-
velope after formation, and its atmospheric depletion is
driven entirely by loss into helium-rich droplets at the
molecular-metallic interface, then the degree of neon dif-
ferentiation at the solar age is simply set by the relative
masses in the helium-poor (molecular) and helium-rich
(metallic) regions of the interior.
Figure 15 applies this reasoning to our most likely
Jupiter model, showing the enclosed helium or neon
mass as a function mass coordinate in the planet. We
suppose that Jupiter’s bulk neon enrichment is similar
to its atmospheric argon enrichment at ≈ 3 times pro-
tosolar (Mahaffy et al. 2000; Asplund et al. 2009), im-
plying an initial neon mass fraction XNe ≈ 4 × 10−3
in Jupiter’s envelope for a total neon mass of MNe ≈
1.2 ME, approximately 0.3 ME of which resides in the
molecular envelope when helium immiscibility sets in.
The observed atmospheric abundance at about 1/10
protosolar—the exact value is taken from Mahaffy et al.
2000—translating into a final neon mass fraction of
XNe ≈ 2 × 10−4 in Jupiter’s molecular envelope for a
final neon mass MNe ≈ 10−2 ME remaining there. The
molecular envelope thus lost virtually all 0.3 ME of its
neon since the onset of helium immiscibility, compared
to the ≈ 2.1 ME of helium that sank to the metallic
depths for the same model.
Our models suggest that the differentiation of helium
is more advanced in Saturn, and consequently depletion
of neon in Saturn’s atmosphere may be even more ad-
vanced than in Jupiter’s. For the sake of these simple
estimates, we assume that Saturn’s outer envelope con-
tains a negligible mass of neon at the present day. As be-
fore we assign a fiducial bulk enrichment for neon based
on measurements of different species, this time suppos-
ing that neon tracks the carbon enrichment at ∼ 10×
protosolar per the methane abundance from Fletcher
et al. (2009). We assume that the dissolved neon fol-
lows helium-rich droplets all the way to the helium-rich
shell; the neon transition in this simplistic model there-
fore takes place substantially deeper than the molecular-
metallic transition. Figure 16 illustrates the result of
applying this exercise to our most likely Saturn model
including the Jupiter/Galileo phase diagram prior and
enhanced Bond albedo. This model sheds 0.6 ME of
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Figure 15. The initially well-mixed versus final, differenti-
ated, distributions of helium (top panel) and neon (bottom
panel) in Jupiter’s interior for the simple models discussed
in Section 4.3. Enclosed helium (or neon) mass is plotted
as a function of mass coordinate. The arrows and adjacent
labels indicate the difference between initial and final helium
(or neon) mass residing in the molecular envelope; this mass
difference is lost to the deeper metallic interior starting with
the onset of helium immiscibility.
neon from its outer envelope compared to 11.9 ME of
helium.
Calculating the associated change in the gravitational
binding energy of neon provides an estimate of the ener-
getic significance of neon differentiation. From the com-
position profiles in Figures 15 and 16 we calculate initial
and final values for the binding energies
EHe = −
∫ MHe
0
Gm
r
dmHe (7)
and
ENe = −
∫ MNe
0
Gm
r
dmNe (8)
with mHe the enclosed helium mass, mNe the enclosed
neon mass, and m the enclosed total mass. For Jupiter,
we find that ∆ENe ∼ 1040 erg compared to ∆EHe ∼
1041 erg. In the case of Saturn, we find ∆ENe ∼
3 × 1039 erg compared to ∆EHe ∼ 1041 erg. We thus
expect that neon sequestration could bolster the lumi-
nosity from helium differentiation by as much as ∼ 10%
for Jupiter and ∼ 3% for Saturn, an effect not captured
in the thermal evolution models of this work.
These crude arguments suggest that the luminosity
that helium differentiation provides to each planet is
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Figure 16. As in Figure 15, but for Saturn.
augmented somewhat by the accompanying sequestering
of neon, at least in a time-averaged sense. Apart from
the unknown bulk neon abundances for Jupiter and Sat-
urn, there is an additional layer of complexity associated
with the precise time evolution. Considering Jupiter’s
pronounced neon depletion in spite of helium immisci-
bility having set in only recently, it seems possible that
Saturn’s neon was sequestered rapidly after immiscibil-
ity set in & 3 Gyr ago. In this case the luminosity
source may have been episodic in nature—potentially
on timescales close to the thermal timescale—and de-
ducing its influence on Saturn’s cooling time as a whole
would require a more detailed thermal evolution model
as well as a more detailed hydrogen-helium-neon immis-
cibility model. For these reasons, explicit treatment of
neon in the evolutionary models is beyond the scope of
this work, but deserves closer attention as models like
these are refined.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Implications
This work provides a self-consistent physical picture
for the thermal evolution of Jupiter and Saturn in de-
tail, an outcome that had so far proven elusive. These
models are built on the premise that some degree of
hydrogen-helium immiscibility—and rainout of the re-
sulting helium-rich phase—occurs in both planets, a no-
tion supported by decades of work spanning dense mat-
ter physics (e.g., Stevenson 1975; Hubbard & Dewitt
1985; Morales et al. 2009; Lorenzen et al. 2009) and
planetary science (e.g., Smoluchowski 1967; Stevenson
& Salpeter 1977; von Zahn et al. 1998; Conrath & Gau-
tier 2000). The evolution models presented here ap-
ply recent advances in the equation of state of hydrogen
(Militzer & Hubbard 2013), the phase diagram describ-
ing miscibility of hydrogen-helium mixtures (Scho¨ttler
& Redmer 2018), and the atmospheres of the gas giants
(Fortney et al. 2011; Li et al. 2018). Sampling parameter
space systematically using Markov chain Monte Carlo,
we are able to arrive at solutions that naturally explain
the radii and heat flow of both Jupiter and Saturn at
the solar age, as well as Jupiter’s observed atmospheric
helium depletion.
The value in this final constraint is that it puts strin-
gent limits on allowable phase diagrams. The parameter
estimation performed in this work provides statistically
meaningful distributions of model parameters, estimat-
ing for instance that based on Jupiter’s helium deple-
tion, the true phase diagram is warmer than the most
current ab initio phase diagram (Scho¨ttler & Redmer
2018) by (539±23) K (1σ uncertainty) at the ≈ 2 Mbar
pressures that it predicts for the onset of helium immis-
cibility in metallic hydrogen. For comparison, Jupiter
models built on a previous generation of phase diagram
that assumed ideal hydrogen-helium mixing entropy pre-
dicted the necessary temperature offset to be between
200 and 300 K, in the opposite direction (Nettelmann
et al. 2015; Mankovich et al. 2016). These findings im-
ply a rather precise prediction for Saturn’s atmospheric
helium abundance summarized in Figure 14. The pos-
terior predictive Y1 distribution for our favored model
is well fit by a Gaussian producing a helium mass frac-
tion, relative to hydrogen and helium, of 0.07 ± 0.01
(2σ uncertainty). The corresponding He/H2 mixing ra-
tio is 0.036 ± 0.006, consistent with one measurement
made from multi-instrument Cassini data but incon-
sistent with others. An in situ determination of Sat-
urn’s atmospheric helium abundance provided by an en-
try probe (e.g., SPRITE; Simon et al. 2018) would be
decisive test of the evolutionary picture developed here.
Although superadiabaticity resulting from some fla-
vor of double-diffusive convection in metallic regions
possessing helium gradients does modulate the cooling
time for Jupiter and Saturn, it is not required in all
cases. In particular, good solutions for Jupiter do re-
quire Rρ > 0, consistent with the expectation from ear-
lier modeling efforts (e.g., Hubbard et al. 1999; Fort-
ney & Hubbard 2003; Fortney et al. 2011; Nettelmann
et al. 2015; Mankovich et al. 2016) that Jupiter required
some mechanism (non-adiabatic interiors or otherwise)
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to speed its evolution rather than prolong it2. However,
the new models find interiors that are closer to adia-
batic (Rρ closer to zero) due to the major improvement
in our understanding of the internal heat flow of Jupiter
in light of results from Cassini (Li et al. 2018). For Sat-
urn, equally good solutions are found assuming purely
adiabatic envelopes corresponding to essentially perfect
convection, although nonzero values Rρ ≈ 0.05 typical
of our Jupiter models (Figure 7) are also likely in our
Saturn models (Figure 13).
Finally the energetic significance of neon differentia-
tion is examined. Assuming that Jupiter’s atmospheric
neon depletion is driven by dissolution into the helium-
rich material lost to the metallic interior, and making an
informed guess about the planet’s bulk neon abundance,
we estimate that Jupiter’s time-averaged differentiation
luminosity may be increased by ∼ 10% relative to just
the helium differentiation treated in the thermal evolu-
tion models in this work. Assuming similar bulk abun-
dance patterns for Saturn and assuming that its outer
envelope is devoid of neon by the solar age, Saturn’s
differentiation luminosity could be augmented by ∼ 3%.
5.2. Constraints not addressed in this work
The one-dimensional evolutionary models constructed
here neglect rotation and so do not incorporate con-
straints from Jupiter or Saturn’s observed gravity fields
and shape, invaluable constraints on the interiors of both
planets. The Jupiter models presented above are quite
similar to those already in the literature (e.g., Guillot
et al. 2018). The helium shells present in our Saturn
models, on the other hand, yield quite different mass
distributions than are usually considered in the course
of intepreting Saturn’s gravity field (e.g., Militzer et al.
2019; Iess et al. 2019). The implications of this alter-
native structure for Saturn as it pertains to the Cassini
gravity field are addressed in a companion article that
focuses on static models consistent with the end state of
the Saturn evolutionary models presented above.
The models in this work allow for statically stable re-
gions associated with stabilizing helium gradients pro-
vided by helium rainout; physically these regions corre-
spond to superadiabatic, double-diffusive regions. How-
ever, the models parsimoniously assume simple metallic-
ity distributions—distinct cores and envelopes homoge-
neous in Z—even though these configurations may not
be well justified. For example, a dilute core has been ar-
2 Recognizing this tension, Mankovich et al. (2016) ultimately
treated Jupiter’s Bond albedo as a free parameter, recovering a
median value consistent with the subsequent Cassini measure-
ment.
gued to exist in Jupiter on the basis of the Juno gravity
measurements (Wahl et al. 2017) and models of forma-
tion (Helled & Stevenson 2017) or an early giant impact
(Liu et al. 2019); Debras & Chabrier (2019) also propose
an innovative model for Jupiter’s interior appealing to
double-diffusive convection. At least one statically sta-
ble region has been argued to exist in Saturn’s interior
from the independent perspectives of Kronoseismology
(Fuller 2014) and dynamo models (e.g., Stevenson 1982;
Cao et al. 2011, 2019); it is unclear whether these stable
stratifications are supported by helium gradients, metal-
licity gradients, or some combination of the two. It is
beyond our present scope to explore the additional com-
plexities of more complicated metallicity distributions,
and certainly to fully analyze the implications that these
helium distributions have for the planets’ free oscilla-
tions and dynamo generation. Thus, while this work re-
alizes a compelling pathway for the evolution of Jupiter
and Saturn together, the present model is necessarily
incomplete.
6. CONCLUSIONS
An explanation for Saturn’s surprisingly high lumi-
nosity has been sought for decades. Models that pro-
vide plausible evolution pathways for Saturn invoke ei-
ther an additional luminosity source beyond straightfor-
ward cooling, or interiors that deviate significantly from
adiabaticity because of some degree of non-convective
heat transport. On the other hand, Jupiter’s luminosity
is fairly well explained by simple models, but its em-
pirically well-constrained atmospheric abundances re-
veal the presence of interior processes that sequester
helium and neon. This work applies identical assump-
tions to Jupiter and Saturn, calculating new thermal
evolution models in the context of recent results regard-
ing hydrogen-helium immiscibility physics and a signif-
icantly revised measurement of Jupiter’s intrinsic heat
flow. We have shown that these models naturally ad-
dress the observed heat flow from both Jupiter and Sat-
urn at the solar age, as well as Jupiter’s atmospheric
helium depletion. Our main findings are that
1. Jupiter’s observed atmospheric helium depletion
(von Zahn et al. 1998) implies that hydrogen-
helium phase separation sets in (539 ± 23 K)
warmer than the phase curves of Scho¨ttler & Red-
mer (2018) predict at P = 2 Mbar (Figure 6);
2. Jupiter’s heat flow through its thin helium gra-
dient region is somewhat superadiabatic at Rρ ≈
0.05 (Equation 1; Figure 7);
3. Phase diagrams covering helium mixing ratio
space are necessary to self-consistently predict
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the helium distribution within a cool gas giant, as
made clear here for Saturn where differentiation
leads to large local departures from a protosolar
or Jupiter-like mixture (Section 2.2);
4. In the limit of rapid rainout of helium overdensi-
ties considered here, realistic phase diagrams in-
variably predict a dense, helium-rich layer deep
within Saturn (Figures 2 and 3);
5. Saturn models satisfying phase diagrams consis-
tent with the Jupiter/Galileo helium constraint
fail to reproduce Saturn’s observed heat flow at
the solar age if the Voyager -era estimate for Sat-
urn’s Bond albedo A ∼ 0.3 holds (Figure 9);
6. Saturn models that are successful in all respects
are found if Saturn’s true Bond albedo is A ∼ 0.5
(Figures 10-12);
7. Adiabatic and superadiabatic interiors are equally
likely for Saturn (Figure 13);
8. Neon differentiation probably makes a significant
energetic contribution to these planets’ thermal
evolution, albeit one to two orders of magnitude
weaker than helium differentiation (Section 4.3);
9. The phase diagrams consistent with the Jupiter/Galileo
helium constraint make a precise prediction for
Saturn’s atmospheric helium abundance, predict-
ing a strong depletion at Y = 0.07 ± 0.01 for a
He/H2 mixing ratio 0.036± 0.006 (Figure 14).
Measuring Saturn’s atmospheric helium abundance in
situ would provide an observational test of the picture
developed here.
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